★Prohibition

★ information
Check in ……………………14:00～18:00
Check out ………Camp site/8:00～12:00
…………...Cottage/8:00～11:00
Day camp …………………10:00～16:00
Barbeque house (need to reserve)
……………………………. 10:00～20:00
Center house ………………...8:00～20:00
Sanitary………………………… 24hours
★
・
・
・
・
・

・Fire on the ground.
・Fire works.
・Loud noise.
・Animals
・ Leaving your cars with
the engine running

Attention please
You are not allowed to drive in the campsite between 21:00~8:00.
After closing the gate, leaving the campsite is not allowed.
Speed is limited to 10km per hour in the camp site
Please be quiet after 22:00.
Please cooperate with trash. Please put trash in plastic bags and washout the plastic
bottle, take off the caps.

★To use
☆ Make a reservation
Reservation can be made 3 months. in advance.
(Tel:0597-33-0077 9:00~17:00)
☆ When you first arrive please check-in at the information desk in the center-house.
☆ Please dispose cigarette butts properly
☆ Please be quiet at night
☆ You are not allowed to drive in the campground between 21:00~8:00.
☆ Only use the soap inside your room
☆ If you have any trouble on the way, please call us
☆ If you want to change the date or cancel, Please give us a call！
(0597-33-0077 9:00～17:00)

Caution！
※ We do not rent any camping gear.
※ Campers who disturb others or who do not follow the rules will be asked to leave the
campsite.

★Cancellation Policy
From the date of
reservation to
15days before

￥500

2weeks to 8days before

30%
of facility basic charge

1weeks to 1day before

50%
of facility basic charge

On the day ／no contact

100%
of facility basic charge

※Cancellation fee will be charged, except in the case of the campground being shutdown for any reason.
(even if it rains)
※Added fee of ￥1,000 is applied to each cancellation.

Access to Camp inn miyama
By car
● Osaka(Nishimeihan jidosyado)~Tenri IC(R25)~Seki JCT(Isejidosyado)~(kiseijidousyado)~
Miyama IC(R42)~13min
Approx.2hr.50min
● Nagoya(Higashimeihan jidosyado)~ (Isejidosyado)~(kiseijidousyado)~ Miyama
IC(R42)~13min
Approx.2hr.20min
● Meishin highway ~Kusatsu JCT~(dai2meishin highway)~Kameyama higasi JCT~
(Isejidosyado)~ (kiseijidousyado)~ Miyama IC(R42)~13min
Approx.2hr.15min

By Rail
●Nagoya ~ (JRkansai/kiseihonsen)~Transfer in Kiinagashima~ Aiga ~camp inn miyama
(walk 60min, taxi15min,:￥2,500)
●Osaka Uehonmati~ (Kintetsu Osaka/ Yamada line)~ Transfer in Matsusaka~ (Mie koutsu
bus)Washige～Camp inn miyama(walk40min)

Camp inn miyama
〒519-3408 binnnoyama271 kihoku -cho kitamuro -gun mie-p
Tel:0597-33-0077 FAX:0597 -32-3800 http:/／camp-inn-miyama.com/

